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Quick Preview

ØWe propose a dynamic generative model to craft transferable targeted adversarial examples, which can not only inject pattern 
or style information of the target class to improve transferable targeted attacks, but also learn specialized convolutional kernels 
for each input instance.

ØIn the generative model, we design a novel cross-attention guided dynamic convolution module and a pattern injection module.
ØWe present extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness against normal and robust models.



Introduction
Limitations of current targeted attacks:

Ø Instance-specific attacks:

Ø Instance-agnostic attack (Generative attacks):

l only take advantage of the specific input instance with iterative gradient updating

l instance-specific attacks rely on optimizing the classification score of the adversary-desired class label to perturb the specific 

instance, which ignore the global data distribution

l lead to adversarial examples over-fitting the white-box model and result in modest transferability of targeted attacks

l Most generative attacks still rely on the target label and the classification boundary information of white-box models rather 

than the realistic data distribution of the target class.

l Existing generative attacks apply the same network weights to every input instance in the test dataset.



Motivation
Observation:

Visualization comparison between adversarial examples generated by 

our method (a) and the instance-specific method MIM (b). Our 

perturbations (a) not only show an underlying dependency with the 

input instance, but also have strong semantic patterns or styles of the 

target class (“Hippopotamus”). In contrast, the perturbations generated 

by MIM perform like random noises.

Ø underlying dependency with 

the input instance

Ø strong semantic patterns or 

styles of the target class

More transferable adversarial examples



Motivation
Analysis:

The casual graph of model inference. Each node is a 
random variable, where 𝐶, 𝑆, 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝜃 represent content, 
style or pattern, the input image, the prediction label, and 
model parameters, respectively. 

ØFor the input images 𝑥, we propose to group the whole causes of 𝑥 into 

content cause 𝐶 and style cause 𝑆

ØWe expand the prediction 𝑃' (𝑦 | 𝑥) and 𝑃' 𝑦 𝑥()*) as:

ØSo we propose to exploit 𝑃' 𝑦+ 𝑥()* , 𝑠) to perform targeted attacks.

ØInjecting the specific style or pattern of images from the given target class 𝑦+
can generate targeted transferable adversarial examples.



Method
Architecture  of dynamic generative targeted attacks :

ØCross-attention guided dynamic convolution module

ØPattern injection module:
• Pattern prototype

• Adaptive class norm layer

• Static convolution

• Dynamic convolution



Method
ØCross-attention guided dynamic convolution module

• Static convolution

• Dynamic convolution

Benefiting from this dynamic and static mixup convolution operation, our proposed generative attack 
model can inherit the advantages of both instance-specific and instance-agnostic attacks.



Method
ØPattern injection module:

• Pattern prototype

• Adaptive class norm layer

Ema updating

Pattern prototype

Theoretical Analyses:

Adaptive class norm layer



Method
Objective functions:

Distance loss

Local similarity loss

Total objective function



Experiments
Against normal models



Experiments
Against robust models and input preprocess defense



Experiments
Visualization



Summary

ØWe propose a dynamic generative model to craft transferable targeted adversarial examples with a 

novel cross-attention guided dynamic convolution module and a pattern injection module.

ØBenefit from the dynamic convolution module and a pattern injection module, our method can not only 

inject pattern or style information of the target class to improve transferable targeted attacks, but also 

learn specialized convolutional kernels for each input instance, which inherits the advantages of both 

instance-specific and instance-agnostic attacks.

ØWe state that injecting the specific pattern or style of the target class can improve the transferability of 

targeted adversarial examples, and we provide a comprehensive theoretical analysis to verify the 

rationality of this statement.

ØWe present extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness against normal and robust models.



Thanks for your attention!!!!!!


